When The Sun Comes Up Be Creative

start on this page
This booklet is for you to design, color, and imagine in!

¡Este folleto es para que lo diseñas, colorees e imagines!
How do we respond to the Coronavirus? How do we respond to all our challenges here at RAW? We remember that RAW allows us to say:

I AM........I CREATE........WE CONNECT

Raw Art Works staff and youth KNOW there is power in creativity, to help us through just about anything. We have learned that the arts allow you space to find solutions. Doodles, drawing and creating have been known to take us on adventures with our imagination.

The staff and kids were given the challenge to create images of diverse cultural ideas that could help you, our RAW Artist, and the community around us, as we all start to reframe the moments we are living in now.

We hope that our pages will give a few moments of fun and relaxing peace.

All art in this book is designed by RAW Staff and Youth.

RULES: have fun - color outside the lines - make mistakes - laugh - share - start with the cover and create your own ending.

WHEN YOU ARE DONE, CHOOSE YOUR FAVORITE, AND PLACE IT SOMEWHERE FOR YOU AND OTHERS TO ENJOY. YOUR CREATION CAN SERVE AS AN IMPORTANT REMINDER THAT WE ARE ALL CONNECTED

THROUGH OUR CREATIVITY

Let us know how it went for you by sending us an image or by tagging RAW on our social media:

Instagram: @rawartworkslynn       Facebook: Raw Art Works.
A Haitian Creole phrase meaning MANY HANDS MAKE LIGHT WORK.
Color me and try drawing an animal you love.
Shalom means "Hello", "goodbye," and "peace." ( Pronounced sha-LOM)
Spring is here.

- Take a walk and see how many buds and sprouts you can find peeking out from the ground, a tree, the sidewalk.
- Look out your window and try drawing something you see.
- Draw a houseplant and listen to some music.
- Add your own leaves, flowers, bugs, or garden creatures!
- Or color this drawing and add your personal touch!
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SCENE I. An old-fashioned House

Enter Hardcastle, followed by three or four awkward Servants.

Hardcastle. Well, I hope you're perfect in the table exercise. I have been teaching you these three days. You all know your posts and your places, and can show that you have been used to good company without ever stirring from home.

Omnès. Ay, ay.

Hardcastle. When company comes, you are not to pop out and stare, and then run in again, like frightened rabbits in a wagon.

Omnès. No, no.

Hardcastle. You, Diggory, whom I have taken from the barn, are to make a show at the side table; and you, Roger, whom I have advanced from the rough, are to place yourself behind my chair. But you're not to stand so, with your heads in your pockets. Take your hands from your pockets, Roger; and from your head, you blockhead, you. See how Diggory carries his hands. They're a little too stiff, indeed, but that's no great matter.
Welcome Spring!
Rammy!

Favorite food: Cheese & Chicken!

Favorite Activity: Digging in the dirt!

When they grow up they want to be: An Artist!

The Perfect Pal! (Color me or create your own! Real or imaginary.)
love grows here
RAW ART WORKS